
1. (0.00 pts)
Please go to https://www.hackerrank.com/so-p-c-1604795400 (https://www.hackerrank.com/so-p-c-1604795400) (https://www.hackerrank.com/so-p-b-1604766600) to participate in
the hands-on portion of the competition. Please note that for that portion, answers submitted within 50 minutes from the start of this test will be counted. Neither the answers
submitted beforehand OR afterwards. Please provide the username for the answers to be graded answers. If you provide two or more usernames, then only the first one will be used
If a user with the username is not found, then your team will get 0 points for that portion of the competition. It is your responsibility not to share the username with anyone else. If ther
are two or more teams providing same username, both teams will lose the hands-on portion points. 

2. (1.00 pts) 1.       Name at least 2 ways the hash of a value can be tested for integrity. They need not be part of the hashed value.

3. (1.00 pts) 1.       What is a collision in a hash function?

4. (2.00 pts) What is the MD5 of zero-length string? 

5. (2.00 pts) 1.       How will you fix the following function, so it does not crash for any integer value of n?

function factorial(n) 
   return n * factorial(n - 1)
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Please open all links in a new tab/window otherwise you will go out of the test. 
This is Part I of the test. Before starting the test, please ensure that you have created an account at https://www.hackerrank.com/ (https://www.hackerrank.com/) and are familiar with ho
to use it.

Expected Answer:

Expected Answer: CRC, Checksum, Check Digits,

Expected Answer: For two (or more) source values, same output is generated.

    

Expected Answer: Check n <= 1 and return 1 if so.
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6. (5.00 pts)
Using 8-bit ASCII, what is the mathema�cal mode of values if we XOR A through Z using corresponding le�er in reverse alphabet A through Z? I.e., “A” ⊕ “Z”, “B” ⊕ “Y”, etc. Hint: use binary
representation of ASCII for each of the letters. 

7. (1.00 pts) Which was the �irst www search engine that had crawling, indexing and searching? 

   A) Archie

   B) W3Catalog 

   C) AliWeb 

   D) JumpStation 

8. (1.00 pts) Name first web search engine suppor�ng natural language queries 

   A) Yahoo!

   B) Google

   C) Altavista

   D) Ask Jeeves

9. (1.00 pts) Which browser introduced mixed text and images? 

10. (6.00 pts) Explain API in 2-3 sentences 

Expected Answer: 27

Expected Answer: Mosaic

Expected Answer: Application Programming Interface. Eases life for developers. Published. Access to resources. Used between services.



11. (4.00 pts)1.       Compare and contrast frontend vs. backend in software development.

12. (2.00 pts) Differen�ate between URL and URI 

13. (2.00 pts) How can the username and password (creden�als) be incorporated in a URL? What are the drawbacks of this method? 

14. (2.00 pts) For RSA cipher, if the public key is (222559, 47171) and private key for decryp�on is 133311; then what is the decrypted value of 99563? 

15. (3.00 pts) Decode “AETTSGRCEUCTOPIDOORLRDTEMOEHE” encoded with RailFence Encoder and variable number of rails. 

A E T T S G R C E U C T O P I D O O R L R D T E M O E H E

A S T R O L O G E R P R E D I C T E D T H E O U T C O M E

16. (2.00 pts) What are secure cookies? 

17. (2.00 pts) What are h�ponly cookies? 

Expected Answer: User Interface, Runs on client (vs. servers). Client may need to be powerful, server has to be powerful. Updates could be tricky for frontend (users may not do it)

Expected Answer: URL is part of URI and is for address location. Common schemes like https, tel. Whereas mailto: is URI

Expected Answer: Prefix of the host. username:password@domain. Plain text and can be logged by intermediate servers.

1962     

Type your letters below the corresponding given letters. Your letters can be lower or upper case.

Expected Answer: Used only in https. Content is protected, but can be overwritten (at least in older browsers) by non-secure means.



18. (1.00 pts) What character will be used to define CSS styles for HTML elements iden�fied by id “myid”? 

Expected Answer: Not accessible to javascript. Set using httponly attribute. Can be persistent or non-persistent.

#      #myid     
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